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ABSTRACT 
In [3] certain Laurent polynomials of 2F1 genus were called "Jacobi Laurent polynomials". 
These Laurent polynomials belong to systems which are orthogonat with respect o a moment 
sequence ((a)n/(C)n)neg where a, c are certain real numbers. Together with their confluent forms, 
belonging to systems which are orthogonal with respect to (1/(C)n)n e ~- respectively ((a)n)n ~ 71, these 
Laurent polynomials will be called "classical". The main purpose of this paper is to determine all 
the simple (see section 1) orthogonal systems of Laurent polynomials of which the members satisfy 
certain second order differential equations with polynomial coefficients, analogously to the well 
known characterization f S. Bochner [1] for ordinary polynomials. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1929 Bochner [1] gave in fact the nowadays well known characterization 
of the "classical" orthogonal polynomials by means of second order differen- 
tial equations with polynomial coefficients. See also [2, p. 150]. The main pur- 
pose of the present paper is to give a similar characterization f a certain class 
of orthogonal systems of Laurent polynomials. 
We only consider Laurent polynomials with real or complex coefficients. 
Throughout this paper the set of nonnegative integers is denoted by N O and 
a, c, a* c* are complex numbers. A sequence (Qn)n=0 of Laurent polynomials 
will be called simple if 




O~(2n + l )x -n  - 1 (2n + 1) -n  ..t. ~(2n + 1)~.n - 1 _t- ,.v( 2n + l)v-n 
Q2n + 1 (x )  = -n -  1 + Or_ n X +""  -- ~'n- 1 "" ""~n "~ 
where aCzn n), ~(2n) , .t(2n+l) ~(2n+l )  " " '  t~n ' " * -n -  1 ' "" '  n ~ C such that a~2ff ) -- °$(2n-n-1 +1)= 1 and 
a(n TM q: O, ~(2n + 1) :# 0,  n = 0,  1, 2,  tL n . * . .  
In [3, section 1] it has been shown that a simple system of Laurent poly- 
nomials (Qn)~*=0 is orthogonal with respect o a moment functional ~ (i.e. 
~(Qn2):#0 and ~(Q,  Qk)=0 if k~n, k,n=O, 1 .... ) if and only if there exists 
non zero numbers fn and g~ such that 
(1.1) ~ Qzn+l(x)=(x-l+g2n+l)Qzn(x)+fzn+lQ2n-l(x)' n=0,  1,2 .... 
~Q2n+2(x) (l+gzn+2x)Q2n+1(x)+f2n+zQzn(x) 
with Q_l(x) =0 and Qo(x) = 1. 
I f Q2n (x )  = x -n  1/2 n (X) ,  Q2n + 1(x)  = x -n -  1 V2 n + l (X )  ' then (1.1) is equivalent to 
(1.2) Vn(x)=(l+g,x)Vn_l(x)+fnxVn_z(X) n =1,2,. . .  
with V_l(X)=0 and V0(x)=l. 
The following examples 1-3 of simple orthogonal systems of Laurent poly- 
nomials can be found in [3]. 
EXAMPLE 1. 
B2n(X ) = x-n2Fl  ( -2n,  -a ;  - c -  2n + 1;x) 
B2n + l(X) = x -n - 12F  1 ( -2n  - 1, -a ;  - c -  2n; x) 
with moment functional £g given by 
(a)_,, 
~(x")-  (c)_~' ne7/, (a,-c,a-cCNo). 
n=0,  1 .... , 
EXAMPLE 2. 
R2n(X ) = x -n  1F  1 ( -2n;  - c  - 2n + 1; -x )  
R2n + 1 (x )  --- x -n  - 11F  1 ( -2n  - 1; - c  - 2n; -x )  
with moment functional ~ given by 
1 
~(x")- (c)_n' n~7/, (-CCNo). 
n=0,1  ..... 
EXAMPLE 3.  
S2n(X)  m x-n2Fo(-2n, -a; -x) 
S2n + 1 (X) = x -n  - 12F0(_2 n _ 1, -a ;  -x )  
with moment functional .~ given by 
~(x" )  = (a)_,, neT/, (a¢ No). 
n =0, 1 . . . . .  
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In this paper the (systems of) Laurent polynomials of examples 1, 2 and 3 
will be called classical. 
It is easily shown that for the classical Laurent polynomials we have the fol- 
lowing differential equations 
(1.3) x2(1 -x )Bz 'n+x[ (a -1 )x -c+l ]Bzn-n[ (a -n )x+c+n]B2n=O,  
(1.3 J) xZ(1-x)B2"n+l +x[ (a -2 )x -c  + 2]B~n+l 
- [n (a -  n - 1)x+ (n + 1)(c + n)]B2,,+ 1 = 0, 
(1.4) 2 . x Rz, + x (x -  c + 1)R2, - n (x + c + n)Rzn = O, 
(1.4') z ,, X Rzn + 1 + x(x  - c + 2) R2n + 1 - [/'/X + (n  + 1) (c  +/7) ]  Rzn + 1 = O, 
(1.5) x 3~,,~2n -x [ (a  - 1)x-  1] S2n' + n [(a- n)x+ 1] S2n = O, 
(1.5') x3S~'n+l -x[ (a-2)x-1]S~n+l+[n(a-n-1)x+n+l]S2,+l  =0  
n=0,1,2 . . . . .  
EXAMPLE 4. Wo(X) = 1 
W2n+l(x)=x-n- l  +px n n=0,1 .... 
W2n(X ) = x-n + px n n = 1, 2 .... 
Here we have the recurrence relations 
W2n+ l(X ) = (X -1 + I) W2n(X ) - W2n_I(X) 
pec\{o}. 
n=l ,2  .... 
w2.  + 2(x) = (1 + x)  w2.  + l (x) - w2 . (x )  
with Wo(X ) = 1, WI(X ) =x  -1 +p, W2(x ) =x -1 +px. 
(Wn)~= o is orthogonal with respect o the moment functional ~ given by 
~(xn)=; -p  -I n=0, 1,2 .... 
\1 o n = - 1, -2, ... 
For W~ we have the differential equations 
(1.6) x2W2'n + XW~n-n2W2n = O, 
(1.60 xZW2'n+l+2XW2n+l-n(n+l)W2n+l =0.  
In all the examples 1-4 the (2n)th Laurent polynomial X2n and the (2n + 1)th 
Laurent polynomial X2,+1 satisfy differential equations 
(1.7) A3X~"n+A2X~n+A~2n)X2n = 0 
n=O, 1,2 .... 
J, , ~ .t_ ,d(2n+l) y (1.7') A3Xzn+I +A2X2n+l-"~1 ~-X2n+l = 0 
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where A3,A2,A' ~ are fixed polynomials, independent of n while A3~0,  
A(2n) a(2n+l)  degA2=degA~' and -~1 ,~1 are polynomials depending on n but with 
degA~2n)<l and degA~2n+l)<l, n=0,  1,2,.... 
In section 2 it will be shown that the systems in the examples 1-4 are essen- 
tially the only simple orthogonal systems of Laurent polynomials such that dif- 
ferential equations as in (1.7) and (1.7') are satisfied. 
2. Let (Qn)n=0 be a simple orthogonal system of Laurent polynomials uch 
that 
(2.1) A3Q~n + A2Qzn + A]Zn)Q2" = 0 
(2.1') A3Qzn+I +A'~Q'2n+I A~Zn+I)Qzn+ I =0 
n =0, 1,2, ... 
where A3,A2,A ~ are fixed polynomials with A 3 S0, deg A 2 = deg A~ and A~ 2n) and 
A~ 2"+1) are polynomials depending on n with deg A~ 2n)<_ 1 and deg A~zn+I)- < I. 
Assume 
Q2n(X)=X-n-{-~(£g)lX-n+l-{- ... -{- 0~2")X ", (~(2n), 0 ' 
Qzn+I(X) =x-n-l  +a(Zff+l)x-n+...+a(Zn+l)x,, (2n 0e n +1):¢ 0, 
n=0,1 ,2  . . . . .  
Then n = 0 in (2.1') gives 
2A 3 - xA~ + x2(1 .a_ tv( 1 )-.-hA(l) - -~0 "~J'*l = 0. 
This implies A3(0)=0. With A3(x)=xa2(x) we get moreover 
2a2(0 ) - A~(0) = 0 (2.2) 
and 
(2.3) deg(2a 2-  A~) = 3. 
From (2.1) with n = 1 we get 
2a 2 + ( -  1 + ~2)xE)A2  + x(1 + o~(2)x + ~*1 n(2)-~v2`~a(2),~*l = 0. 
This gives 2a2(0)-A2(0)=0, so by (2.2) we have 
(2.4) A~(0) = A2(0). 
Furthermore we see that deg(2a2+ (-1 +a12)x2)A2)<4. Together with (2.3) 
this gives deg(A~ + ( -  1 + a12)x2)A2) = 4. Since deg A~ = deg A 2 this implies 
deg* A 2 = deg A 2_< 2. 
Now it follows easily from (2.1) that 
degA3<3. 
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Taking n = 1 in (2.1') we obtain 
(6 + 2a(3._~x)a2 + ( -2  - a(3~x+ a}3)x3)A~ + 
+ x(1 + a(3~x + a(o3)X 2+ a}3)x3)A~ 3)= 0, 
so 6a2(0) -  2A~(0)= 0, and with (2.2) and (2.4) we get 
a2(0  ) = A2(0  ) = A~(0)  = 0. 
Hence 
and 
A3(x ) = x2al(x) with deg a s ~1,  a 1¢0  
A2(x ) = x(~ox+o'), A~(x) = x(o*x+a*), (~ ,o ' ,0*a*eC) .  
Now we have (essentially) the following possibilities for A 3 
I A3(x)=xE(2-X), (2EC,  2#:0)  
I I  Aa(X) =x  2 
I I I  A3(x)=x 3. 
] A3(x)=x2(2-x),  (2~C,  2¢0) .  
In this case we have 
2 t, 
(2.5) x (2 -x)Q2n+x(~ox+a)Qzn+A~2n)Q2  = O,
n=0,1 ,2  . . . . .  (2.5') 2 tt ,.v,~/-)t .a_ A(2n + 1)[- )X (2-x)Q2n+l +x(~o*x+ = 0 v J~2n+l '~ l  "~2n 
Since 2nQzn(2X) and A n + 1Qzn+l(2X ) satisfy differential equations of the same 
form with 2 = 1 we may assume that indeed 2 = 1. Then equating to zero the 
leading and trail ing coefficients in (2.5) and (2.5') gives 
A~2n)(x) = -n[ (o -  n + l )x -a+n+ 1], 
n=0,  1,2 . . . . .  
A~2n+l)(x) = - [n(~o*- n + 1)x+ (n + 1) ( -a*  + n + 2)1 
With O = a -  1, a = -c  + 1, Q* = a* -  2, a*  = -c*  + 2 (2.5) and (2.5') become 
(2.6) X2(1 " -- ' -x)Q2n+X[(a 1 )x -c+l lQzn-n[ (a -n )x+c+n]Q2,  =o, 
(2.6') X2(1 " * * ' -x)Q2n+ ~ +x[(a -2 )x -c  +2]Q2n+l 
- In (a* -  n - 1 )x  + (n + 1) (c*  + n)] Q2,+1 = 0, 
n = 0, 1, 2 . . . . .  
which are the same equations as in (1.3) and (1.3') if a=a* and c=c*. The 
ordinary polynomials  VEn(X)=xnQ2n(X) and V2n+l(X)=xn+lQ2n+1(x ) satisfy 
the hypergeometr ic  differential equations 
(2.7) x(1-x)V2'n+[(a+2n-1)x- (c+2n-1)]V2n-2naV2n =0,  
(2.7') x(1-x)Vzn+l+[(a*+2n)x-  * " (c +2n)]  V~n+l - (2n+ 1)a*V2n+l -- O, 
n=0,  1, . . . .  
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Clearly (2.6) and (2.6') are equivalent o (2.7) and (2.7'), so we have to deter- 
mine all the sequences of polynomials (Vn)~'= 0 with deg V~ =n and V~(0)= 1 
such that the corresponding sequence (Q,)~=0 is an orthogonal  system of 
Laurent polynomials,  and such that (2.7) and (2.7') are satisfied. For  this pur- 
pose we consider the differential equation 
(2.8) x(1 -X)Yn '+[ (a+n-1)x - (c+n-1) ]y '~-nay ,=O , n~No;  a,c~C. 
A polynomial  solution y~ of (2.8) will be called proper if degyn=n and 
y,(O) = 1, (n ~ No). 
For a, ceC we determine all possible sequences (Y2,)n=O respectively 
(Y2,+1)~=0 of proper solutions of  (2.8). 
When yn(x)= ~=0 ~k xk, (~k e C, k= O, 1 .... , n), then Yn satisfies (2.8) if and 
only if 
(2.9) ( -n+k) ( -a+k)~k=( l+k) ( -c+l -n+k)~k+ t as k=0,  t . . . . .  n -1 .  
We have the following possibilities for a and c. 
(1) a~ N 0, - c~ N 0. The proper solutions of (2.8) are precisely 
yn(x)=2Fx( -n , -a ; -c -n+l ;x )  n=0,1  . . . . .  
(2) a e N 0, - c  ~ N 0. It follows easily f rom (2.9) that for n_>_ a + 1 there are no 
proper solutions of  (2.8). 
(3) a¢  N 0, -ee  N 0. As in the previous case, using (2.9) we see that there are 
no proper solutions of  (2.8) if n_ -c+ 1. 
(4) a ~ N 0, - c  ~ N 0. In this case we distinguish between a -c=> 3 and a-¢_< 2. 
I f  a - c >__ 3, then for n = a -  e and for n = a - c -  1 we must have 0_  c + n - 1 or 
a + 1 = n and it follows f rom (2.9) that for these values of n 
0=~0 . . . . .  ~c+n-1 or ~a+l . . . . .  ~n=0 
if y~(x)= ~=0 ~k xk is a solution of  (2.8). Hence if a-c_>_ 3 then there do not 
exist sequences (Y2n)n=0 or (Y2n+l)n=0 of proper solutions of  (2.8). I f  a -c - -2  
then we have the remaining six cases: 
(i) a=0,  -e=0.  The proper solutions are precisely Yo(X)= 1 and y, (x)= 
=l+~nx n ,~n~0,  n>_l. 
(ii) a = 1, -e  = 0. Then for n = 1 the polynomial  solutions of  (2.8) are y1(x)= 
=~1 x, ~1 ~C, so for n=l  there is no proper solution. When ng: l  the proper 
solutions are Yo(X) = 1 and y,(x) = 1 - (n/(n - 1))x + ~,x n, ~n ~ 0, n___ 2. 
(iii) a= 0, -¢= 1. Now for n = 1 the polynomial  solutions of  (2.8) are con- 
stant, so there is no proper solution Yl- As n ~ 1 we have the proper solutions 
Yo(X) = 1 and y,(x) = 1 + ~,( -n/ (n  - l ) )x  n- 1 + x"),  ~, ~ 0, n >= 2. 
(iv) a=2,  - c=0.  Here for n=l  and n=2 the polynomial  solutions of  (2.8) 
are yl(x) = ~lx respectively Y2(X) = ~2 x2, 41, ~2 E C; SO for n = 1, 2 there are no 
proper solutions of  (2.8). 
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(v) a=l , - c= l .  Nowthere isnoproperso lu t ionof (2 .8 ) i fn=2,  s ince forn=2 
the po lynomia l  solut ions are Y2(X)= ~x, ~eC.  When n q:2 the proper  solutions 
are Yo(X) = 1, Y l(X) = 1 + x and y,~(x) = 1 - (n / (n  - 2))x + (n( -n / (n  - 2))x ~- 1 + 
+xn),  ~n~O, n>_3. 
(vi) a= 0, - c= 2. Then for n = 1 and n = 2 the polynomial  solutions of  (2.8) 
are constant ,  so there are no proper  solutions as n = 1 or n = 2. 
We summar ize  the results with respect o the existence of  sequences (Y2n)n=0, 
(Y2n + 1)n= 0 o f  proper  solut ions o f  (2.8) in the fol lowing table,  which is exhaus- 
tive in the sense that it contains all the possible even or odd indexed sequences 
o f  proper  solut ions of  (2.8). 
Table 1 
(Y2~)~ =0 (Y2n+l)n=O 
(1) a¢N 0, -c*N 0 y2n=2Fl(-2n,-a;-c-2n+l;x), y2n+l=2Fl(-2n-1,-a;-c-2n;x), n>_O 
n>_O 
(2) a e N o, -c ¢ N O -- 
(3) a~N O ,-C~No -- 
(4) a E N o, - c  e N O - -  
a-c>=3 
(4,i) a=0,-c=0 Yo=l 
Y2n=l +l~2nX 2n, n>_l Y2n+l =l +~2n+l x2n+l, n>=O 
(4,ii) a=l,-c=0 Y°---I 2n 
y2n=l ..... x+~2n x2n, n>_l 
2n-1 
(4,iii) a=0, -c=l  Yo=l 
n>l 
(4,iv) a=2,-c=0 -- 
(4,v) a=l, -c=l -- h=l+x 
. 2n+l  / -2n -1  2n " l \ 
Y2n+l=l-2n_iX+~2n+l 1 2n_l x +xZn+ ), 
n>=l 
(4,vi) a=0,-c=2 -- 
In this table all the ~k are non zero 
Now we return to the equat ions (2.7) and (2.7').  It fol lows from table 1 that 
an even indexed sequence (V2n)~*=0 of  proper  solutions of  (2.7) exists precisely 
when 
(1) a t  N o, - ceN o or 
(i) a=0,  - c=0 or 
(ii) a=l ,  - c=0 or 
(iii) a=0,  - c=1,  
and that an odd indexed sequence (V2n+l)n=O of  proper  solutions of  (2.7') 
exists only if 
(1") a*¢No,  - c*¢N O or 
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(i*) a*=0, - c*=0 or 
(v*) a*=l ,  - c*=l .  
REMARK 2.1. The twelve combinations of one of the possibilities (1), (i), (ii) 
or (iii) for a and c and one of the possibilities (1"), (i*) or (v*) for a* and c* 
just determine all the simple systems of Laurent polynomials atisfying (2.1), 
(2.1') in the case that A3(x)=x2(2-x) with 250.  (Cf. [1] where in fact a 
characterization f "Sturm-Liouvillesche Systeme" has been given). 
V. = As we have to determine all the sequences ( n)n=0 which correspond to 
orthogonal systems (Qn)n=0 of Laurent polynomials only the following combi- 
nations of the possibilities for a and c and for a* and c* have to be examined 
(2.10) a, -c,a*, -c* ~ No, 
(2.11) a=c=a*=c*=0.  
This is easily verified using (1.2) which is equivalent to the orthogonality ofthe 
corresponding system (Q,)~=0. As an example we show that combination of 
(1) aCN o , -cCN O and (v*) a*=-c*=l  
is in contradiction to the orthogonality of (Qn)~=o. Assume that (1) and (v*) 
are valid and that the V n satisfy (1.2) with f , :g0 and g ,~0 for all n. Then 
V2n(x) = 2F l ( -2n , -a ; -c -2n+l ;x ) ,  n>=O 
and 
VEn+l(x ) = 1 - - -  2n+l  ( - 2n - l x2n + x2n + l) 2n-1 x+~zn+1 2n-1  
with ~2n + 1 ~ 0, n >_ 1. 
Comparing the coefficients of x 3 ..... x zn-2 in 
(2.12) Vzn+l(X ) = (l+gzn+lX)V2n(x)+f2n+lXVzn_l(X) 
for sufficiently large n, we get 
(-2n + k)(-a + k) 
-g2n+l=(_c_2n+l+k) ( l+k) ,  k=2,3 ..... 2n -3 .  
As n is large enough this implies gEn+l=-l,  a=- I  and c=l ,  hence (2.12) 
takes the form 
1 ) 2n-1  2n x2n+xan+l = ( l -x)( l+x+"'+xan)+ 
+f2n+lx( 1 2n- lx+'2n-  (-2n+lx2n-2+x2n-x)) = 2 n - 3  1 2n-3 
=l-x2n+X+fzn+lX( 1-2n-lx+~zn-l(-2n+lxz'~-z2n-3 \ ~n-3 +X2n-l)) " 
This implies f2n + 1 = 0. Contradiction. 
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The other combinations of the possibilities for a and c and for a* and c* 
which differ from (2.10) and (2.11) can be treated in a similar way. 
Of the remaining situations (2.10) and (2.11) we first consider (2.11). Let us 
assume 
a=c=a*=c*=O.  
Then by (4,i) 
Vo(x ) = 1 and V~(x) = 1 + ~n xn, ~,, --/: O, n = 1, 2,.... 
It is a simple consequence of (1.2) that 
¢n--  771; .:1,2,..., 
so with P=~/~2 we get Vo(~lX/~2)=l and 
V. {'~lX'~ = l+px n, n=l ,2 ,  "\ ¢2 ) . . . .  
The corresponding orthogonal system of Laurent polynomials i essentially the 
system of example 4. This system can be regarded as a degenerate form of case 
I since for the present values of the parameters a,c, a*, c* equations (2.6) and 
(2.6') can be divided by 1 -x .  
Next we examine (2.10). Assume 
a, --c, a*, --c* ¢/N O 
We will show that orthogonality of the corresponding orthogonal system of 
Laurent polynomials implies that a = a*, c = c* and a -  c~ N 0. 
Let us assume that a*¢a. 
By (1) (table 1) we have 
(2.13) Vz,(X) = 2F l ( -2n , -a ;  - c -2n+l ;x )  
n=0,1 ,2  . . . . .  
(2.13') V2,+l(x ) = 2F l ( -2n-1 , -a* ; -c* -2n ;x )  
If  we put Vn(x ) =fl(on)+flln)x+ ... +fl(nn)x n, n =0, 1, ..., then fl(on)= 1 and for the 
fn and gn in (1.2) we find 
(2.14) fl~nn)=glg2""gn, n- - l ,2  . . . . .  
(2.15) fl(.k n) = iO(kn-l) + gnfl(n_-ll).-l- f t/(n-2) - - - 'nvk - i  , k=l  . . . . .  n - l ;  n=2,3  . . . . .  
With (2.13) and (2.13') we get from (2.14) that 
(2.16) g2n ( -a)2n(-c*-  2n + 2)2 n _ 1 = - n=l ,2 , . . . ,  
( - c -  2n + 1)2, (-a*)2,_ z 
(--a*)2n+l(--C -- 2n + 1)2 n 
(2.16') g2n+l =--  n=0,1 ,2  . . . . .  
( - c* -  2n)2 n + 1 (-a)2n 
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El iminat ion of f  n f rom (2.15) with k= 1 respectively k=2 yields 
(2.17) (fl~n-1)--B}n-2))gn = ta2R(n) --/"2t~(n- 1) --t"lt~(n-2)( R(n)/Jl _ fl~n- 1)). 
As we assumed a*~a we get from (2.17) and (2.13), (2.13') 
a* -a -1  
(2.18) lira gzn = 
and 
-a*+a-1  
(2.18') lira g2n+l - 
Since lira, ~= g2n g2n + 1 = 1 this implies (a* -  a) 2 + 3 = 0, thus 
(2.19) a* -a= ++_i]/~. 
Now in (2.15) we replace n by 2n and we eliminate f2 ~ f rom this equation for 
k = 1 and k = 3 and we get 
( R(zn~'2 - 1) _ /azR(Zn - 2)~1 62n'V __. fl~Zn) -- fl(Zn3 - 1) -- Pzt~(2n -2)(R(2n)v.1 -- fl~Zn - 1)). 
With (2.13), (2.13') and (2.18) this implies, as a*~a, 
a* -a -1  
3 (a* + a -  1) - (a* - a -  1)(a* + 2a - 2), 
2 
or equivalently 
(a* -a -1 ) (a* -a+l )  = 0, 
contradict ing (2.19). Hence we have proved 
(2.20) a*=a 
In order to show that also c* = c we remark that by Stirl ing's formula we have 
r(c) 
(2.21) g2n "~ - -  (2n) c*-¢ as n ~ oo. 
F(c*) 
I f  in (2.15) we replace n by 2n and we eliminate f2 n f rom this formula  for k= 1 
and k= 2n-  1, then we obtain 
( /~(2n- 1) R(En-2)~ ~ [4(2n) R(2n-1) R(En-E)[R(En)B}2n-I)). 
(2.22) / "2n-2 - - /~2n-2 J62n =/ - '2n -1 - - / "2n-1  - -V '2n-2 '~V'l 
With (2.13) and (2.13') this gives after multipl ication by 
( - c -  2n~+ l)2n 
(--a)2n 
and using that a*= a 
(2n - 1)c* 
(2.23) (Ong2n = 
-a+2n-2  
2nc 1 / 2n-1  2n t 
-a+En-1  gzn+q~n~-c~-2n+2 -c--2n+l a 
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where 
( -c -  2n + 1)( -c  - 2n + 2) 
~°n- ( -a+ 2n-2) ( -a+ 2n-1)"  
It follows easily from (2.23) that 
lim ~o~ g2~ - = c* -  c ,  
hence l im, .= inf lgznl>0 and limn~ = sup tg2nl<OO and by (2.21) we have 
Re(c* -c )=0.  Put c*-c=2it l ,  ~ls ~. 
Then (2.21) becomes 
F(c)  e2itllog2n 
g2n = F(C*) as n ~ oo .  
Since for r/:¢0 and every positive integer n o the set {2n ek(~/n): n, k e Z, n >__no} 
is dense, in (0, oo) the set  {eEiql°gEn: n>_n o, n ~ No} is dense in the unit circle 
in C if r/:~0. On the other hand gEn satisfies ~Ong2n-2gng2n -1=0 where 
lim,_~= ¢n=itl, so the zeros Zl and z2 of z2-2it lz  - 1 are the only possible 
)= accumulation points of (gEn n = 1" Since Zl z2 ~: 0 this is impossible, unless r/= 0. 
Hence we have proved that also 
C*=C 
Thus in the case of (2.10) we have 
Vn(x)=2F l ( -n , -a ; -c -n+l ;x ) ,  n =0, 1,2 . . . . .  
From (2.15) with k=l  we easily obtain 
a-c -n+2 
fn=(n-1) (_c_n+l ) ( _c_n+2) ,  n=2,3  . . . . .  
Since orthogonality of the corresponding systems of Laurent polynomials im- 
plies fn ~e 0, n = 2, 3 ... .  we have a - c ~ N 0. 
The corresponding system of Laurent polynomials i the system of example 1. 
I I  A3(X)=X 2 
In this case we have 
2 ~, t  
(2.24) x ~2n+X(pX+tT)Q2n+A~Zn)Qzn=O , 
n=o, l ,2  . . . . .  
(2.24') x 2'q" , _n(2n+l),q = 0 t~:g2n +1 + X(~O*X+ O'*) Q2n + 1 - - "1  ~2n+l  
Equating to zero the leading and trailing coefficients in (2.24) and (2.24') and 
substituting tr = -c  + 1 and tr* = -c*  + 2 we get 
(2.25) 2 , X Q2n + x(~ox - c + 1) Q2n - n (Qx + c + n) Q2n = O, 
(2 .25 ' )  X2fl"~Zn + l +x(Q*x-c*+2)Q2n+l-[np*x+(n+l)(c*+n)]Q2n+l = O, 
n=0,1 ,2  . . . . .  
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For the corresponding polynomials V2n(x)=xnQ2n(X) and V2n+l(x)= 
X n + 1 t"l ¢X'I = '~2n + 1 ~, ] we  have 
(2.26) xVz"n+(Ox-c-2n+l)Vzn-2n4Vzn=O, 
(2.26') xV2tn+ 1 +(4*x-c*-2n)Vzn+l-(2n+ l)4*Vzn+l = 0 
n=0,1 ,2  . . . . .  
If 4 = 0, then only if c = 0 there exists a sequence of proper solutions of (2.26): 
V0(x)=l and V2.(x)=l+~2n x2n, ~2n--/:O, n=l ,2  . . . . .  Similarly, if 4*=0,  we 
only have a sequence of proper solutions of (2.26') if c*=0:  V2n+l(x)= 
• ~ 2 n + l  =l+g2n+lX , ~2~+14:0, n=0,1 ,2  . . . . .  If 4q:0 there are no sequences of 
proper solutions of (2.26) if - ce  N 0 but if - c~ N 0 we have 
Van(x ) = iF l ( -2n ; -c -2n+l ; -4x)  n=0,1 ,2 , . . . .  
In the case that 4"~:0 a sequence of proper solutions of (2.26') exists only if 
- c*¢  N 0. The solutions are 
Vz,+l(x ) = ~F l ( -2n-1 ; -c* -2n ; -4*x)  n=0,  1,2, .... 
It follows easily from (1.2) that the only possibilities for orthogonal systems 
of simple Laurent polynomials (Q.)~=0 are the two combinations 
(2.27) 4 = 4" = c = c* = 0, 
(2.28) 4 #: 0, 4" 4: 0, - c~ N 0, - c*¢  N 0. 
In the case of (2.27) we have again the system of example 4. In the case of (2.28) 
we will show that orthogonality of the system (Qn)n=O implies 4 =4* and 
c=c*. Assume 4q:0, 4":#0, - c~ N 0, - c*¢  N 0. Again we write 
V~(x) =fl~n)+fl~n)x+.'.+pCnn)_lxn-l +~nn)xn, n=0,  1,.... 
Now we have 
( -2n)k ( -0 )  k
(2.29) p~z , )=k! (_c_2n+l )k ,  k=0,1 . . . . .  2n ;n=0,1 ,2  .... 
fl~2,+l~ = ( -2n-  1)k(-4") k
k! ( -c*-  2n)k k=0,1  .... ,2n+l  n =0, 1,2, (2.29') 
It follows easily that 
42n( - -C  * -  2n  + 2)2n_ 1 
(2.30) g2n (4.)2n-l(_c_2n+l)2n n=l ,2  .... , 
(4.)2n +1(_ c -  2n + 1)2n 
= n=0,1 ,2  . . . . .  (2.30') g2.+a 42~(_c._2n)2.+1 
Assuming 4:#4" we get from (2.17), (2.29) and (2.29') that lim.~= g2n = 
=½(4*-4)  and l im. .oog2n+l=-½(4* -4) .  As (2.30) and (2.30') imply 
lim.~= g2ng2n+l =0 we have a contradiction. Hence 
0=4"  
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and we may assume that 
Q=O*=I .  
Now we show that also c= c*. By Stirling's formula we have 
(2.31) 2ngzn ~- - F(c---~) (2n)C*-C as n~oo.  
F(c*) 
From (2.22), (2.29) and (2.29') we obtain 
(2n - 1)(-c*) 
2n ~'n 2ng2n = 
1 ( 2n 2n-1 x] 
= -c  2ng2n ~n2n -c -  2n + l - c* -  2n + 2 J 
where 
( -c -  2n + 1) ( -c -  2n + 2) 
~u n= (2n)2 
and it follows that 
/ 1 \  
(2.32) lim ( - I I /n2ng2n+ "--2---} = 2(c* -c) .  
n ~ oo \ zng2n /




V~(x)=lF l ( -n ; -c -n+l ; -x )  n=0,1 ,2  .... 
and the corresponding system of Laurent polynomials is the system of example 
2. 
I I I  A3(x)=x 3 
Now start from 
(2.33) x3Q2n+X(~OX+a)Q2n+A~2n)o2  n = O, 
3.-.. +x(~o,x+G, )O,2n+l_ r .a  I "~2n + 1 =0 (2.3Y) x ~2n+l ~A(2n+l)tq 
With O=-a+ 1 and Q*=-a*+ 2 we get from (2.33) and (2.33') 
(2.34) 3 , - 1 ' = x Qz,+X[( a+ )x+e]Qz , -n [ ( -a+n)x -a lQzn  O, 
n =0,1,2 . . . . .  
(2.34') x3Q~n+l +x[(-a*+2)x+ o-,]Qzn+1- [n(-a*+n + 1)x-(n + 1)a*lQ2n+l = 0 
and the corresponding polynomials V2n(X)=xnQ2n(X) and Vz,+l(x)= 
- -xn+l t  ") ¢X ~ 
- -  "~2n+l '~ J satisfy 
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(2.35) xZV~'n+[(-a-2n+l)x+a]Vzn+2naV2,=O 
n=0,  1,2, .... 
(2.35') x z V~+ 1 + [ ( -a* -  2n)x+ a*l V2,+1 + (2n + 1)a* V2, + 1 = 0 
If a = 0 then there is a sequence of proper solutions of (2.35) if and only if a = 0. 
These solutions are of the form V0(x)=l and Vz,,(x)=l+~znX 2n, ~zn~O, 
n=l ,2 , . . . .  
If a*=0 then only for a*=0 we have proper solutions V2,+1 , n=0,  1,2 . . . . .  
of (2.35') and V2n+l(X)=l+~2n+l  X2n+l, ~2n+l#:0, n=0,1 ,2  . . . . .  In the case 
that a:~0 there are no sequences of proper solutions of (2.35) if ae  N o but if 
a ¢ N o we have the proper solutions 
VE~(X) = 2Fo -2n , -a ;  -~  , n=0,  1,2 . . . . .  
Similarly, if a* :~ 0 we only have sequences (V2~ + 1)~=o f proper solutions of 
(2.35') if a*~ N o. For a*~ N o we have 
= 2F0( -2n-  1,-a*;  __f_x "~, n =0, 1,2 V2.+l(X) \ <r*/ 
Again it follows from (1.2) that only the combinations 
(2.36) a=a*=a=a*=O,  
(2.37) aq :0 ,  a*~e0, a~No,  a*¢N o 
may lead to an orthogonal system (Qn)~*=0 of simple Laurent polynomials 
satisfying (2.33) and (2.33'). 
As in the previous case (2.36) gives the system of example 4. We show that 
in the case of  (2.37) we must have er = a* and a = a* when the sequence (Qn)~=0 
is orthogonal. Assume 
a¢0,  a*¢0 ,  aCNo,  a*~N o 
With 







n=0,1 ,2  .... 
(-2n)A-a)k 
k! ( -a )  k k=0,1 .. . . .  2n; n=0,  1,2 . . . . .  
fl~Zn+l) = ( -2n  - 1)k( - -a*)k  
k! ( _a . )k  k=0,1 .... ,2n+l ;  n=0,1 ,2 , . . . ,  
(a*)z"-l(-ah. 
= n= 1,2,..., 
g2n G2n(--a*)Zn - 1 
GZn(--a*)2n + 1 
g2n+l = (a.)Zn+l(_a)2n =O, 1,2 . . . . .  
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With (2.38) and (2.38') we get from (2.17) 
(2.40) ( ( -2n+ 1)a*__ q (2n-2)a )  g2n = (-2n)2(-a)2 
\ 0.* 0. 20 -2 
( -2n + 1)2(--a*)2 
2(0"*) 2 
+ (2n-2)a( ,~aa '+ (2, - 1)a* ~ ,0 . ,  / 
(2.40') ( -2na+ (2n - 1)a*\ ( -2n - 1)2(-a*) 2 (-2n)2(-a) 2--~ )g2n+l - 2(0..)2 2a2 + 
(2n-1)a* (/(-2n-1)a* 2ha) 
+ a*  \ a ---~ + 0. " 
Using (2.38) and (2.38') we obtain from (2.22) 
(2n-  1)0.* 0. 2n0. 1 On / (2n -1)a* ~, 
-a*+ 2n-2 - "gzn -a+2n- I  g2n a* 
where O n = 0.2/(-a+ 2n,  2)(-a + 2n - 1), and it follows that 
(on o._o. (2.41) lira g2n -
Suppose a*/0.*¢a/0.. Then (2.40) and (2.40') imply 
lim g2_.._~n _ 2 0 .2 (0. , )2 -- ~ -- 




l im g2n- 1 = 
1 [ ( -a ) /  (-a*)21 a* [a  a*] 
i / 0.2 (0.,)2 j 
a a*  
0. o*  
g2n g2n_ l l = a* a 
lm g-Z~ ,i \~, , 2n a* a" 
Since Ongzn=l/g2n_l and limn~ ~ (2n)2On=a 2 it follows that 
lim 2n(O,,g2n-g-~n) = a2(a - -a )  
But this means that the limit in (2.41) is zero, so 
a*  a 




Suppose now that a*/a* = a/a. Then (2.40) and (2.40') take the forms 
a* -  1 (2n - 1)(2n - 2) - a - 1 2n(2n - 1) + a (2n - 2), 
g2n-- 2a* 2a a 
g2n + 1 _ a2a- 12n(2n - 1) _ a*-12a "~ (2n + 1)2n + aa (2n - 1), 
hence 
gzn 1(1  a~,) 
and also 
(2.42) lim g2ng2n+l 1(1  1 )  2 
n~oo (2n) 4 =- -4  o" tr* 
Since by (2.39) and (2.39') we also have 
g2n g2n + 1 _ 1 
~im (-~n)f (a*) 2 
g2n+l l (  1_ 1 )  
and ~im (2n) z - 2 
it follows from (2.42) that a=a*. Thus if a*/a*=a/a,  then a=a*.  
Now we know that a=a*  we may assume a=a*=l .  
Under this last assumption it can be proved as in case I that a* = a. So 
Vn(x) = 2F0(-n, -a;  -x)  n =0, 1,2 .... 
and the corresponding orthogonal system of Laurent polynomials i the system 
of example 3. 
Now we have finished the treatment of the cases I, II and III we have com- 
pleted the proof of the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. If (Qn)~=0 is a simple orthogonal system of Laurent poly- 
nomials such that 
A3Q2n + A2Q'2n + A~an)Q2 n = 0, 
A3Q" * , +A~2n+l)Q2n+ 
2n+l  +A2O2n+l 1 
n =0, 1,2 .... 
=0 
where A3A2A~ are fixed polynomials, independent of n with A 3 ~0, deg A 2 = 
= deg A~ and A~ 2n), A~ 2n + 1) are polynomials depending on n but with deg A~En)<= 1 
and degA~2n+l)_<l, n=0,1 ,2  .. . . .  then there is a nonzero teC  such that 
(Qn(tX))n=O is a classical orthogonal system of Laurent polynomials, i.e. 
(Qn(tX))°~=o is one of the systems of examples 1, 2, 3 or (Qn(tX))n=o is the 
system of example 4. 
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